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ALLAH’S ATHAAB IS NOT FAR OFF

THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY SITTING ON A POWDERKEG – THE EXCUSE WILL BE
XENOPHOBIA WHILE IT WILL BE DIVINE PUNISHMENT

A VERY CONCERNED BROTHER WRITES:

“Assalamualaikum, Respected Ulema, there is something of great concern which is causing
immense pain to me as a Muslim. There is a new craze which has hit South African Muslims
across all provinces and that is professional cycle racing. Many Muslims are spending
thousands of rands on these specialised bicycles alone, sometimes even a R100 000,00 on a
bicycle. Many of these bicycles are even insured due to their high cost. Apart from regularly
practicing on public roads, official races like the KZN Amashova, Cape Argus take place
annually. Thousands of Muslims with non Muslims and with female participants as well, all
compete or ride for leisure together on official public roads, even causing great distress to road
users who have to find alternative routes due to official road closures. It becomes a nightmare
for residents when these races occur. The other craze is Muslim women running on roads for
fitness or health reasons and dressed most immodestly. The number of Muslim families visiting
public gymnasiums located in shopping malls etc is shocking, husbands and fathers happily
taking their families along into these mixed dens. An annual swimming race called the Midmar
mile takes place at the Midmar Dam in KZN where Muslim families swim along with all and
sundry shamelessly. Nobody is saying anything except a few isolated voices. Otherwise it's a
deafening silence. Please highlight this scourge and its implications, permissibility etc in the
Deen of Islaam. Please keep me in the Ulemas Duas, Jazakallah, Salaams, weak but
concerned Muslim brother.”
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When Allah’s Whip strikes, no one should be surprised. Allah Ta’ala is sending sign
upon sign to alert and warn us of the impending disaster and devastation which His
Punishment will wrought.

The Muslim community has gone totally overboard with immorality –fisq and fujoor, all
initiated by the ulama-e-soo’ and promoted, be it unintentionally, by the silent Ulama
who are snug in the idea that the Divine Sunnah mentioned in the aayat: “You will not
find a change for the Sunnah of Allah.”,
is no longer applicable.

We have been howling for decades, and we continue to howl and call Muslims in the
way the Ambiya (alayhimus salaam) had howled and called on their people to heed the
Haqq and to obey Allah Azza Wa Jal. When all these howls and calls fall on deaf ears,
as is the case presently, then it will be too late to cry and make dua. No duas will then
be accepted, The time for Dua acceptance and aafiyat (safety and security) is before the
Divine Whip strikes. It is now that repentance and reformation are acceptable.

There is no need for further elaboration on the filth and immorality of Muslim men
and women explained by the Concerned Brother. Muslims are opting for deafness
and blindness at the peril of their destruction. Are you waiting for the pillage and plunder
and ravaging of the chastity of Muslim women by rampaging mobs? This will be the
ultimate fate of Muslims who acquit themselves proudly and arrogantly in their
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reckless stupor of flagrant fisq and fujoor. May Allah Ta’ala have mercy on those who
are concerned and who hold aloft the banner of Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar.

27 Muharram 1437 – 10 November 2015
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